GRAMMAR

Tick (✓) A, B, or C to complete the sentences.

Example: If I lived in the town centre, I ________ to work.
A would walk ✓ B walk C will walk

1 If I ________ feeling so ill, I’d go to work.
A wasn’t ✓ B wouldn’t be C I’m not

2 I wouldn’t study languages if I ________ enjoy them.
A wouldn’t ✓ B didn’t C don’t

3 If I ________ you, I wouldn’t buy a bigger car.
A am ✓ B was C were

4 Why are you so hot? You look ________ you’ve been running a marathon!
A if ✓ B as if C as

5 Tim’s very quiet. If you didn’t know him, you ________ he was unfriendly.
A might think ✓ B thought C I’ll think

6 I ________ Mary if I had arrived five minutes later.
A hadn’t seen ✓ B wouldn’t have seen C didn’t see

7 You ________ seen Tom. He walked right past you.
A must have ✓ B can’t have C couldn’t have

8 You ________ you’ve seen a ghost! Are you OK?
A look like ✓ B look C looks as like

9 Something ________ delicious. Have you been making cakes?
A looks ✓ B smells C feels

10 They ________ gone out. Their car is outside the house.
A must have ✓ B can’t have C might have

11 Paul’s train ________ cancelled. There have been problems on the railway recently.
A might have been ✓ B can’t have been C may not have been

12 We wouldn’t have missed the start of the concert if you ________ on time.
A had arrived ✓ B would have arrived C arrived

13 We’re lost! I ________ a map.
A should bring ✓ B should brought C should have brought

14 I ________ bought these shoes. They were too expensive.
A shouldn’t have ✓ B can’t have C might not have

15 These shoes ________ really comfortable. I think I’ll buy them.
A feel as if ✓ B feel C feel like

16 This sofa looks ________ the one at my parents’ house.
A like ✓ B as if C (~)

17 Would you ________ eat in or go to a restaurant?
A rather ✓ B better C like

18 If you hadn’t been rude to Liz, she ________ talking to you.
A hadn’t stopped ✓ B wouldn’t have stopped C wouldn’t stop

19 ________ call them before we go to make sure they’re at home.
A We’d better not ✓ B We’d better C We’d rather

20 They ________ have got lost. I drew them a very clear map.
A might ✓ B mustn’t C can’t

VOCABULARY

a Tick (✓) the correct word, A, B, or C.

Example: extremely happy
A disappointed ✓ B delighted C shocked

1 very surprised by some unexpected news
A furious ✓ B stunned C confused

2 sad and alone
A grateful ✓ B offended C lonely

3 very angry
A miserable ✓ B devastated C furious

4 very surprised
A thrilled ✓ B astonished C delighted

5 very glad that a problem has been solved
A relieved ✓ B disappointed C shocked

6 bored or unhappy
A miserable ✓ B fed up C exhausted

7 very pleased
A grateful ✓ B delighted C glad
b Tick (✓) A, B, or C to complete the sentences.

Example: I often ________ interesting things with my friends.
   A argue □  B speak □  C discuss ✓

8 Please try and calm ________. I know we can sort this out.
   A down □  B off □  C on □

9 Don’t forget to ________ your hair before you go to school.
   A blow □  B comb □  C raise □

10 I really need to ________ my salary with the new boss.
   A discuss □  B argue □  C talk □

11 ________ me to send Paul a text. I need to tell him the time of our next exam.
   A Remind □  B Remember □  C Notice □

12 Your ________ is the organ that controls all your thoughts and feelings.
   A lung □  B brain □  C liver □

13 I can’t remember the name of the hotel! It’s on the tip of my ________.
   A tongue □  B toes □  C fingers □

14 I couldn’t believe my ________ when I saw they were together again.
   A ears □  B eyes □  C brain □

15 The friends ________ each other when they met again after a long break.
   A hugged □  B shook □  C frowned □

16 My teacher raised her ________ when I told her I hadn’t done my homework.
   A eyebrows □  B heels □  C hand □

17 I really liked the poem, so I learned it by ________.
   A head □  B hand □  C heart □

18 A healthy lifestyle can ________ some illnesses.
   A prevent □  B avoid □  C expect □

19 I can’t ________ this meat. It’s too tough.
   A scratch □  B chew □  C shake □

20 They were walking quickly and they soon left the others ________.
   A back □  B down □  C behind □

PRONUNCIATION

a Which word has a different sound? Tick (✓) A, B, or C.

Example: A ankle □  B palm ✓  C glad □

1 A lonely □  B stomach □  C homesick □

2 A lungs □  B furious □  C hugged □

3 A nervous □  B glorious □  C shoulders □

4 A yawn □  B exhausted □  C stared □

5 A nails □  B grateful □  C eyebrows □

b Which is the correctly stressed syllable? Tick (✓) A, B, or C.

Example: A dev☆a☆stated □  B devast☆ed □  C devast☆ed ✓

6 A aston☆ed □  B aston☆ed □  C astonished □

7 A disappoint☆ed □  B disappoint☆ed □  C disappointed □

8 A exhausted □  B exhausted □  C exhausted □

9 A butter☆flies □  B butter☆flies □  C butterflies □

10 A miser☆er □  B miserable □  C miserable □